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Approx 67,000 word count
Dark Alpha is the second, full length novel, in USA Today Bestselling author Carole Mortimer’s HOT new
ALPHA series. Sizzling contemporary romance with an added dash of danger.

Stories of dark and compelling ALPHA men, who are used to taking what they want when they want it, and
the strong and determined women who have no intention of being taken. Unless it’s on their own terms...

Lucien Wynter made a decision 15 years ago to distance himself from his violent past. He has spent those
intervening years quietly and ruthlessly building his own business empire and amassing his own private
fortune, while at the same time remaining aloof from all emotional entanglements. If he physically wants a
woman, then he takes one. Beautiful sensuous women, who never mean anything more to him than that
fleeting physical release.

Until Nicky McKenzie...

Beautiful. Fiery. Elusive Nicky McKenzie.

Lucien had never calculated on meeting, let alone desiring, a woman like Nicky McKenzie. The woman he
now wants in his bed, no holds barred. The woman he can’t seem to forget. But also, he discovers too late,
the one woman capable of bringing his violent past crashing down about his ears...

Nicky McKenzie just wants to live her life in quiet obscurity. Unnoticed. Invisible. And for five years she
had succeeded in doing exactly that.

Until Lucien Wynter...

Cold. Compelling. Ruthless Lucien Wynter.

Was it chance the two of them had met, or just the cruelty of fate? Whichever it was, the desire between
Lucien and Nicky is instant. Explosive. Unforgettable. A desire that becomes as necessary to both of them as
breathing, as they indulge and lose themselves in each and every one of their desires for each other.

But both of them are hiding secrets. Secrets that, once told, could destroy them both.

Author’s Note: The novellas and full-length novels in the ALPHA series have sexier situations and stronger
language than my other books.

Books in Carole Mortimer’s ALPHA series:

Christmas Alpha – Book 1, approx 29,000 word novella, now available.
Dark Alpha – Book 2, approx 67,000 word novel now available for pre-order, publishing date January 18th,
2015
Shadow Alpha – Book 3, a full-length novel, publishing date March 15th, 2015



Midnight Alpha – Book Four, a full-length novel, release date May 17th, 2015
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From reader reviews:

Heather Goodson:

Reading a guide can be one of a lot of exercise that everyone in the world enjoys. Do you like reading book
therefore. There are a lot of reasons why people like it. First reading a book will give you a lot of new facts.
When you read a book you will get new information due to the fact book is one of several ways to share the
information or maybe their idea. Second, reading through a book will make an individual more imaginative.
When you reading a book especially fictional works book the author will bring you to definitely imagine the
story how the character types do it anything. Third, you can share your knowledge to some others. When you
read this Dark Alpha (Alpha 2), it is possible to tells your family, friends and soon about yours publication.
Your knowledge can inspire the mediocre, make them reading a book.

Brenda Evans:

Spent a free a chance to be fun activity to accomplish! A lot of people spent their sparetime with their family,
or their own friends. Usually they doing activity like watching television, likely to beach, or picnic in the
park. They actually doing same thing every week. Do you feel it? Do you need to something different to fill
your own personal free time/ holiday? May be reading a book may be option to fill your free of charge time/
holiday. The first thing that you'll ask may be what kinds of guide that you should read. If you want to
attempt look for book, may be the book untitled Dark Alpha (Alpha 2) can be great book to read. May be it
might be best activity to you.

Jennifer Pittman:

People live in this new morning of lifestyle always try and and must have the extra time or they will get great
deal of stress from both lifestyle and work. So , if we ask do people have time, we will say absolutely indeed.
People is human not really a huge robot. Then we consult again, what kind of activity do you possess when
the spare time coming to anyone of course your answer will unlimited right. Then ever try this one, reading
publications. It can be your alternative in spending your spare time, the book you have read is definitely
Dark Alpha (Alpha 2).

Christopher Melendez:

Playing with family in a very park, coming to see the sea world or hanging out with good friends is thing that
usually you will have done when you have spare time, subsequently why you don't try issue that really
opposite from that. Just one activity that make you not sensation tired but still relaxing, trilling like on roller
coaster you are ride on and with addition info. Even you love Dark Alpha (Alpha 2), you could enjoy both. It
is excellent combination right, you still want to miss it? What kind of hangout type is it? Oh can happen its
mind hangout men. What? Still don't buy it, oh come on its called reading friends.
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